
ALPINE TRAIL COMMITTEE MEETING  
MARCH 24, 2021 7:00 PM 
 
Attendees- Will Jones, Breezy Anson, Heather Peper, Trent Edwards and Ed Bush 
 
Will read the minutes from last time. 
8am at the Bowery on April 17 - trail service day 
April 22 at 2pm is the Sterling Scholars from UVU- they anticipate bringing 200 kids to work on 
our trails for us for Earth Day.   
On the map, relabel Judy's Trail to read North Spring.  Turkey should be labelled ZPC. 
Downhill only signs at bottom of Rodeo and the Rodeo up/down intersection by the Rodeo 
grounds 
Warning/slow down sign- heading down out of the parking lot at Rodeo Grounds, add new trail 
or trails off that intersection to reroute up and down separately? 
Heather said that city councilwoman Carla Merrill asked if Ruin should be downhill only? Will 
and Breezy said the visibility is fine and didn't think so, Trent would prefer downhill only. 
Add big rocks on North Spring where trucks and ATVs are going up the hill off the paved road, 
to block them from going up- April 22 
Grade the parking lot and rake and reseed the area above the rodeo grounds on April 22 
golf ball issue- ask city council?  recent increase in golf balls hit into in the park.  Could be 
dangerous, litters the park. 
Breezy will get signs made and put up to advertise city trail day.  at 3 entrances to the 
city:  roundabout.  Westfield road.  Canyon Crest. 
"Signs by Tomorrow" will make them fast. 
There's a pile of wood leftover from last year that we can use to repair bridges sitting on the 
fire road almost up to the cement box.  Cones also got left last year. 
Rodeo down- top section in the trees needs smoothing, bring dirt in from the sides, water 
drains, and erosion control 
South Spring erosion control - the runners need it to be smoother 
Wayne Patterson- Add buck rail where people are cutting down from the new neighborhood to 
see the poppies- make an established trail instead of people walking everywhere 
Wayne Patterson- connect Crossfire with the other trail system.  rework that section, done by 
Bonner.  he will rework the uppermost part of Ziggy downhill 
Vista Ridge- hammered by horses just in the past 2-3 weeks.  unrecognizable as a trail right 
now.  and they got Three Falls again. also Longview is hammered. 
Alpine City will provide something like fruit, juice and donuts for the trail day 
get 3-4 more project heads- could be MTB school team leads, for each Trail Day project 
Will is going to talk to Shane and Troy about the horse problem.  what to do?  Fines?  How 
would we catch anyone?  Need better connections with the horse community, the manager at 
Bridle Up Hope is great. 
Close trails to horses from approximately Nov 1 until June 1.  Must be dry!!!!  Need signs 
3/4 of Forbidden got bought and is now unavailable for trails.   
Dustin is rerouting A Stoney Way to cut up to Forbidden in the gully. 



Bodily Harm goes up and over the mountain now.  and the new More Effort where it hooks into 
Forbidden.  both need work.  ****use high school teams to work on bodily harm and more 
effort**** 
Heather- reach out to teams at Lone Peak, AF and Skyridge.  they should contact Trent with a 
projected head count and he will give them an assignment.  Lehi is working on Traverse Mtn 
trails and PG is working on their own trail system. 
map needs street names instead of numbers in the new neighborhood.  Made some corrections 
of spellings and trails on the map. 
long term projects-  make Ruin a bigger jump trail.  make Lambert Luge a better flow trail.   
The city will fund the green Three Falls trail and Crossfire and the new downhill by the fence 
(south of Spring, needs a name) 
Breezy is talking to a lawyer about setting up a foundation for Judy's Trail.  Ed asked if we need 
another 50k 
Heather asked who is barricading sections of trail with rocks and branches, and if intersections 
can be adapted for better flow 
 
NEXT MEETING IS WEDNESDAY, MARCH 31 AT 7PM.  CONFERENCE CALL 
 
SUMMARY: 
 
Trail Day Projects- April 17 at 8am  
Bodily Harm 
More Effort 
A Stoney Way - rake it 
Rodeo - top of the downhill 
Signage 
Pruning (Heather has a list of areas) 
South Spring erosion control 
North Point Connector 
Weed control 
Rodeo Grounds to Rodeo trail connector - separate up and down traffic? 
 
Wayne Patterson 
connect new neighborhood to the Poppies 
Connect Crossfire to the existing trail system 
 
UVU Service Day Projects - April 22 at 2pm 
grade the Rodeo Grounds parking lot 
rake and reseed the hill above the rodeo grounds 
Add big rocks off North Spring where trucks and ATVs are going up the hill off the paved road, 
to block them from going up 
 
Long Term 
Judy's Trail 



Crossfire 
New downhill trail south of South Spring 
redo Ruin 
redo Lambert Luge 
new blue and black trails off of Three Falls.  the green one is 1/3 done 
 
 


